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“Ever since I was a 
   young boy I wanted 
   to become an Artist, 
   either in Painting 
   or Drawing.”

Francisco A. Cortina 
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Early Influences
Francisco A. Cortina 

Cortina has wanted to be 
an artist since he was a child 
and like most children, their 
inspiration comes from 
cartoons and superheroes.
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who is he? 
Francisco A. Cortina is a 
3D Artist and a Fine Artist
Francisco Cortina has been a professional 3D artist in the vfx 
and animation industry since 1995, working both as a 
production artist and supervisor, with experience in Modeling, 
Rigging, Animation, Lighting and Compositing. 

In 2005, he formed his own company and began operating as 
an independent contractor. Cortina Digital is his company 
name and his services are: 

- 3D development 
- Consulting
- Outsourcing services to companies in the Film, Game and 
   Medical Industries.

Previous to this he was a Modeling-Character Supervisor at 
Digital Domain, Character technical Director at Dreamworks 
Animation and Senior 3D Artist and Animator at square USA 
(Square-Enix).
http://www.cortinadigital.com/
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what does he specialize in?  
Cortina is a 3D generalist :
• Modeling
• Texturing 
• Rigging
• Hair & Cloth
• Shot Development
• Concept Design
• Art Direction
• Consulting
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what is his education?

Francisco A. Cortina 

•Bachelor of Fine Arts 
   He has a strong foundation in Fine Arts: Drawing, Painting, 
   Sculpting, Printmaking, Photography. At this time he fell in 
   love with 3D and Computer Arts.

•Self taught in 3D 
   “ I essentially had to teach myself as I went along. I read all  
      the manuals, magazines, and usenet articles I could get my 
      hands on to understand the concepts of 3D and how others
      were creating their work.”

•Learnt from working in the industry
    Initially he taught himself 3D, then after he landed his 
     first job in the industry most of his learning and training 
     was obtained while working on the job on various projects  
     and companies.
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Cortina’s first job in computer graphics was at John Hopkin’s 
University and Hospital. It was a part-time position, during his 
final year of college. 

It involved working with an internal development group - 
Wilmer Eye Institute creating models of eye surgery tools 
as well as creating animations and video edits relating to 
eye surgery.

“It was not exactly the most easiest job since I had to sit  
  through surgeries in order for me to create the video edits. 
  Though some of that was not fun, it gave me the necessary 
  experience in different areas to get myself into the computer 
  graphics industry.”

    

How did he land his first job in the 3D Industry?
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After his jobs at John Hopkins, Cortina took a full-time 
position at Square USA. 

“It was there I began to learn at a much more 
  accelerated pace.” 

He was exposed to more tools and new software and 
hardware and techniques and ways of doing things in a 
production environment. 

“I learned a great deal from my peers since we all had different  
  backgrounds and varying levels of experience.”    

How did he land his first job in the 3D Industry?
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How did he get into the Gaming Industry?

Francisco A. Cortina 

Cortina admits that landing in the game industry was by 
chance and a “lucky accident”. When he started working at 
Square USA he had no idea that they created popular video 
games that he liked. 

When he worked on Final Fantasy 9 he got the pleasure of 
working with really talented artists. It wasn’t until he finished 
working on final fantasy 9 that he was given the opportunity 
to work on a movie project.

“The transition from working on very stylized anime style  
  characters to hyper-realistic humans was a great 
  opportunity for me to push myself hard and put my interest 
  in the human figure to use.”
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How did he feel working in the 3D environment?

Francisco A. Cortina 

“Initially it was overwhelming but then he got used to the 
  environment and found there was a lot of freedom for artists 
  who were generalists to do different things and to cross 
  different departments. The pipeline was very efficient. 
  A pose space-based system for character rigging allowed 
  infinite number of muscular deformation poses that blended 
  with each other with little distortion.” 

The first thing he did when working on Final Fantasy  - The 
Spirits Within. was go to the bookstore and get as many 
reference materials as he could. He learnt that good 
reference early on plays an important role in how 
successful the work turns out.

One good thing is this system was that Modeling, texturing 
and character set up were under the umbrella of the 
Character department.
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Companies and Clients he has worked for:
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Companies and clients:

Dreamworks Animation
Digital Domain
Square-Enix (Square USA)

Blur Studio

Day1Studios
Guerrilla Games - Sony
Volition - THQ
Realtime UK
Mova - OnLive
Spark Unlimited
Infinity Ward - Activision
Quantic Dream
Codebaby
Eyemaginations, Inc.
IACT
John Hopkins University
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Projects worked on:
Games:
Sony Guerrilla - Killerzone 3 PS3 
THQ - Volition -  Red Faction  - Armageddon PS3
OnLive - Mova - 
Quantic Dream - Heavy Rain: The Origami Killer PS3
Sega - Realtime UK - Napoleon Total War, PC Games, Juiced 2
Infinity Ward - Activision: All-Duty
Blur Studios
Unnamed Developer 

Movies:  
2007- 2008: D-Artiste Modeling Book - Ballistic Publishing 
2007- 2008: Mummy 3
2006: Super Ex-Girlfriend
2005: Aeon Flux
2004: Sharkslayer
2002: Animatrix
2001: Final Fantasy
2000: Final Fantasy 9
1997-1998: Parasite Eve  
 



what computer software does he use?
Cortina uses 4 software packages these days
• Maya
• Zbrush 
• Photoshop
• Body Paint 3D

He’s used variations of software for different projects 
• Mudbox
• Renderman
• Mental Ray 
• Custom Renderers for Games 

In the past he started off using: 
• 3D Studio Release 3
• 3D Studio Max 
• 3Design
• Nichimen
• Alias PowerAnimator 
• 2D & 3D Paint - Amazon Paint
• StudioPaint 3D - “King of the Hill” - "he still really misses"
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Cortina’s advice for breaking into CG:
For Artists starting out Cortina always gives the same advice: 

Find what it is that really drives you creatively and run with it. 

He says that although a career in the CG industry doesn’t require you 
to have a background or a foundation in art, having it is a great asset 
and the possible difference between being successful or not.

He recommends going back to traditional art forms because CG is a 
blend between technical sciences and the arts. 

He says that some roles don’t require artistic skills like a programmer 
or scripter, however if you can do both it is a great asset. 

It’s important to find the areas that you really love the most and to 
focus on that. Some are generalists like Cortina is and some specialise 
and only work in a specific area. By trying different things and finding 
out what motivates you and when you love what you do, you will be 
successful at it!
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Do u believe in talent or daily practice?
“I absolutely believe that talent plays a critical role, but talent alone is  
   never enough for someone to be successful or the best at what they 
   do. Experience, hard work and ‘daily practice’ play a very critical 
   role in excelling at something.”

“In our field although anyone can learn how to use the software 
   and be proficient at it, I believe that talent is the intangible which 
   separates the ordinary from the extraordinary.”
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Final words of advice
“Sometimes it is hard to know where one’s path lies but 
  following one’s dream is the most important thing. Many 
  of us are lucky to do what we truly love for a living and for 
  students or young professionals, it is important to think 
  about this and pursue your goals with your heart and not 
  just for monetary reasons.”

    










































































